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MORGWAETH THE BLOODIED
Few of Khaine’s bloody-minded worshippers have spilled so much gore in service of
their deity than the Hag Queen Morgwaeth, whose blades have opened throats by
the thousand and whose fury has seen cities drowned in slaughter.
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DESCRIPTION
Morgwaeth the Bloodied is a named character
that is a single model. She is armed with a
Glaive of Khaine.

ABILITIES
Priestess of Khaine: In battle, Hag Queens
enact blood rites that fill their warriors with a
frenzied murderlust.
In your hero phase, this model can chant 1 of
the following prayers. If it does so, pick one
of the prayers and then make a prayer roll
by rolling a dice. On a 1, this model suffers 1
mortal wound and the prayer is not answered.

KEYWORDS

Rune of Khaine: If this prayer is answered,
until the start of your next hero phase, the
Damage characteristic of this model’s Glaive of
Khaine is D3 instead of 1.
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A gathering of fearsome zealots follow Hag Queen Morgwaeth on her holy quest
to slake the Lord of Murder’s bloodthirst, exulting in every slit throat and impaled
heart they inflict along the way.
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DESCRIPTION

ABILITIES

The Blade-coven is a unit that has 4 models.
Kyrae is armed with a Heartseeker Bow
and Sacrificial Weapons; and Khamyss,
Kyrssa and Lethyr are each armed with
Sacrificial Weapons.

Heartseekers: With uncanny accuracy, the
arrows of Bloodstalkers streak across the
battlefield to pierce the hearts of their targets.

KYRAE: Kyrae has a Wounds characteristic
of 2.

KEYWORDS

If the unmodified hit roll for an attack made
with a Heartseeker Bow is 6, that attack inflicts
1 mortal wound on the target and the attack
sequence ends (do not make a wound or
save roll).

Damage

Daughters of the First Temple: The Bladecoven are fanatical in their devotion to Hagg
Nar and to Morgwaeth.
Roll a dice before you allocate a wound or
mortal wound to a friendly Morgwaeth
the Bloodied while she is within 3" of this
unit. On a 4+, that wound or mortal wound is
allocated to this unit instead of Morgwaeth
the Bloodied.
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Morgwaeth the Bloodied
The Blade-coven

In your hero phase, you can pick 1 friendly
Daughters of Khaine unit within 3" of
this model to drink witchbrew. If you do so,
until the start of your next hero phase you
can re-roll wound rolls for attacks made with
melee weapons by that unit. In addition, until
the start of your next hero phase, do not take
battleshock tests for that unit.

Touch of Death: If this prayer is answered,
pick 1 unit within 3" of this model. Then, take
a dice and hide it in one of your hands. Your
opponent must pick one of your hands. If they
pick the hand holding the dice, the unit you
picked suffers D3 mortal wounds.
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Witchbrew: Distilled from the blood of
Slaughter Queens, witchbrew drives the imbiber
into such an ecstasy of destruction that they will
fight on in the face of impossible odds.

On a 2, the prayer is not answered. On a 3+, the
prayer is answered.
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POINTS
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140
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NOTES

Unique. These units must be taken as a set for a
total of 140 points. Although taken as a set, each is a
separate unit.

